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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA. MONTANA

State Education Board
Sanctions New Course
In B usin ess T raining
Intensive Course in Retailing and Wholesaling to Be Great
Departure from Traditional Method of Teaching;
Thorough Foundation Necessary
Retailing and Wholesaling, a new course to be offered by the school
of business administration at the state university, meets the theoretical
criticism of college education. The State Board of Education has just
approved the plans for an intensive course in retailing and wholesaling
which will be the "greatest departure*
from the traditional method of teachP P V |r i e t # » n s r m
ing which has yet been undertaken by
V JU X 81C U 8U U
the business administration school,”
Dean Robert C. Line said.
It is Intended to mix practical busi
ness experience with campus class
room training in order to better pre
Formerly Journalism School
pare university graduates for posi
Instructor With University
tions. The particular work will be
From 1919 to 1982
vocational in character and will be
offered only to - those students who
Walter E. Christenson, former in
have bad at least three years of col
lege training which includes a thor structor in the Journalism school, has
ough foundation in the field of eco been appointed managing editor of the
Omaha World-Herald, Omaha, Nebras
nomics and business.
It is necessary to limit the number ka, it was announced last night
who will be admitted, and already a
Christenson Joined the staff of the
large number of applications have Journalism school faculty in 1919 after
been received. There will be an un he had been engaged in newspaper
usual opportunity for women because work in Lincoln, Nebraska.
a large number of women are em
Born in 1899 in Craig, Nebraska,
ployed in the retail field. The course Christenson actively entered the news
will be open to those who have com paper field in the mid-west. He taught
pleted their Junior year as well as to at the journalism school from 1919 to
seniors and graduate students.
1922, resigning to edit the New North
The plan contemplates offering west. On the staff of that Missoula
three quarters of work on the campus paper were Charles Hardy, now a
In which the student will be required journalism school instructor, and Earl
to spend approximately half of his Eddlemon, a printer at the university
time in taking subjects which he has print shop.
not yet completed which are required
When the New Northwest was pur
for his graduation. The remainder of
chased by W. A. Clark, Christenson
bis time will be given over to Intense
went to Omaha, where he joined the
study of the problems of merchan
staff of the World-Herald. Until the
dising.
time of his appointment as managing
New Courses
editor, he was a feature writer and
A new course in Retail 8tore Man also covered the Nebraska state legis
agement will be added to the present lature tor bis paper.
curriculum and a new seminar in Re
tailing and Wholesaling will be added
in which the student will have an op Sunrise Services to Be
portunity to bring in problems which
Feature of Easter Day
he has been working on in the period
when he was in a store.
Special Easter services will be held
The solving of these practical prob
in all Missoula churches Easter Sun
lems and the return of this solution to
day. Beginning with the Sunrise serv
the store during his next quarter
ices of the F irst Christian, the First
where he will have an opportunity to
Baptist and the First Methodist Epis
work out his solution under the super
copal churches all at the Methodist
vision of the manager of the retail or
Episcopal church at 6:30 o’clock, they
wholesale establishment will consti
will continue all through the day as
tute one .of the important features of
the Christian world observes tbe res
the work.
urrection of Christ.
Each alternate quarter the “train
“Special music is planned in all the
ees" in this group will take positions
in stores where they will conform to churches, and Sunrise services are
being
planned by all student groups,”
every rule of the institution and will
be compensated as any other employee. said 0. R. Warford, director of the
A special plan of supervision has been religion school and Interchurch Uni
worked out whereby the managers of versity pastor.

Named as Editor
Of Omaha Paper

the stores will co-operate with the
Lowell Daily, coach at Harlowton
school of business administration in
seeing that the student’s work will high school, was visiting In town yes
terday.
He was graduated from the
prove of greatest value to him.
state university In 1932.
(Continued on Pace Six)

High School Entries Received
From State Dramatic Groups
Thirteen Answers Have Been Reported for Little Theatre
Tourney to Be Held During Interscholastic
Meet; Five Have Not Signified
Preliminaries of the 1935 Little Theatre tournament for 18 Montana
gh schools whose entries have been received by Barnard Hewitt,
amatics director, will take place Friday and Saturday, May 17 and
1, at the Little Theatre on the campus and in the Missoula high school
ditorlum. Of the original 20 schools*university. The university will award
leduled to compete, two have with- gold medals to the best actress and
iwn, five have not yet sent in their
the best actor.
Ties, and 13 schools have signified
The entries received so far include
i type of play they will present All Ennis high school, with Sadye Moore
i directors bare been
een announced, | d|recUng> wh(ch will pre8ent "Flight
l it is expected that the five missing
^ Herong.. a drama by Kennard;
rles will be received soon by M r . l ^ h|gh schoo]. Edith Dtmcan
wlltdirecting, a drama, "The Good Men
'he first prize of the tournament j j-jq . B e id e r high school. Alice Johnludes the expenses for a maximum gon directing, "The Farce of Mr.
live members of the winning group i p |erre patelin," by Jugendorf; Laurel
I the silver cup presented by Mon- high gcbooii Stella Snook directing
a Masquers, state university dra- "The
— -Swamp =
- - —Stevensville
• -------Spirit:’’
high
tic group. It is awarded tem per school, Mildred Richards directing, a
each year and will become the tragedy, ‘T h e Birthday of the In
manenl property of the school fanta:” Anaconda high school, Evelyn
Ich first wins three contests. The Clinton directing, "Crabbed Youth and
ratnre department of the Missoula Age,” a comedy by Lennox Robinson.
men’s club baa contributed 335 to
Thompson Falls high school. Miss
awarded to the winner of second Jones directing, “Pink and Patches,”
ce In the contest
1by Margaret Bland; Belt high school,
iach of the four schools which com- Louise Kelham directing, ‘The Ghost
i In the final evening performance jsto ry » a comedy by Booth Tarkingrecetve a banner presented by the;
(Continued on Paso Six)
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Larger Sentinel
Than Formerly
Will Be Issued

Masquers Award
Speaker Says
Preparations for B ig
Points to Many
France’s Acts
For Latest Plays
Aber Day Celebration
Hurt
Europe
Boek to Contain More Pictures; Page
Barnard Hewitt Makes Recognition
Slxe Increased Considerably,
Hoover Says
The Sentinel this year will be a 9112Inch book instead of the 8xl0*4-lnch
size formerly Issued on this campus,
according to Information received from
Donna Hoover, editor of the 1935 Sen
tinel.
The book will feature more pictures
than previously. Miss Hoover stated,
“We are trying to reveal in picture the
activities of the different schools and
of the divisions of the college of arts
and sciences.” Some of the extra-cur
ricular activities will also be featured
In pictures to a greater extent than
before. Because of the difficulty of
securing and handling these pictures
many of the features of the campus
cannot be used.
Miss Hoover said that a statement
could not be made as to when the book
w.111 come out as the nature of the
engraving and printing processes used
this year and the actual handling of
the material is taking much more time.
The process calls for full-page plates
which are engraved with both pictures
and type material. Formerly only the
pictures were engraved and in plates,
these being locked into forms with the
type proper, by the printer. “The ad
vantage of the new process is that we
may use as many and as large pictures
as we wish without additional cost,
since the engraving is paid tor by the
page," the editor said.
“This Is the only definite informa
tion I can give as yet,” Miss Hoover
concluded.

F. J. Libby Lectures at Open
Meeting in Main Hall
Tuesday Night

Of Services In Recent
One-Act B1U
Cast members and production staff
of the Masquers' last group of one-act
plays have been awarded their points
by Barnard Hewitt, director of dra
matics.
The spring quarter program, pre
sented at the Little Theatre the nights
of April 10 and 11, Included “The Val
ley of Blue Shadows,” a play written
by Dave Duncan, Billings, which won
the Masquers’ annual playwriting con
test. It was well produced and proved
to be entertaining. “His Widow’s Hus
band,” a Spanish social comedy by
Jacinto Benevente, was the second
play. Only two plays were given
since both were longer one-acts than
usual.
Students who received five points
for the amount of work they did are
Robert Bates, Carl Chambers, John
Clark, Ada Forsythe, Lilian Hopkins,
Collins Johnson, Mary Lelchner and
Orville Skones.
Those who received four points are
Woodburn Brown, Frances Davenport,
Leonard Langen, Henry Loble and
Robert Young; three - points, Jean
Convery, Owen Grinde, Manzer Gris
wold, Mary Kohn, Mildred McDonald,
Richard Pope, George Scott, Nan Shoe
maker, Eleanor Snow and Ossla Tay
lor; two points, Erma Heinemeyer,
Clara McConnell, Jeanne Mueller, E r
nest Reed and Harry Stockman; one
point, Jocko Sbenk, Antoinette LaCasse and Rosalba Gore.

“The majority of the blame for the
present tense situation in Europe may
be laid at France's door,” said Fred
erick J. Libby, expert on international
relations and world peace, speaking at
an open meeting in Main hall last
Tuesday night "Although Europe is
not in any Immediate danger of war,
the European nations are bringing it
on through their activities.”
Libby called France to account for
her actions against Germany’s rehab
ilitation and her “to the victor belongs
the spoils" attitude. He feels that the
United States will be drawn inevitably
into a European war on an economic
count if for no other reason. “If a
farmer can sell his wheat for two
dollars a bushel to a nation at war,
he will do so,” he explained. “Trade
relations will become so complicated
that we would not have a chance to
remain neutral.”
Following the talk, an open discus
sion was held, with the subject of the
World Court and the League of Na
tions dominant. Mr. Libby feels that
these two bodies would be of inesti
mable value if all the nations of the
world could be expected to belong and
to abide by their decisions. He also
pointed out that there could be no
charge of unjust rulings because of the
selection of World Court JudgeB. "For
Instance," he said, “the United States
has had a member in the court ever
since its inception, yet the United
States does not belong. Judges are
chosen for ability rather than na
tionality.!'
Tuesday evening preceding the lec
ture, Mr. Libby dined with Rev. 0. R.
Warford and a group of students in
terested in establishing a permanent
peace movement on this campus.
Libby spoke at the high school Wed Marietta Luderer Points Out
Professor at Carroll College nesday morning at 8:30 o’clock and at Main Purpose of Relief
11 o’clock to the combined history
Predicts Romanticism’s classes of Dean J. E. Miller and Pro
Is Rehabilitation
fessor Paul Phillips on the problem
Return in Speech
of taking the profits out of war. In
Rehabilitation of Montana’s needy
Indicating the connection between his speech to the Rotary club at noon, has continued rapidly with fine co
optimistic years and pessimistic liter he spoke on the Japanese situation.
operation between agencies and cities.
ature, Dr. Samuel M. Steward, profes
That point was brought out In a talk
sor of English literature at Carroll
given Wednesday by Marietta Luderer,
college, declared Wednesday that the
public relations expert for the state
unhappy years of depression have seen
FERA, before the class in problems
realistic literature give place to a new
of child welfare.
romanticism, and predicted that the
Mrs. Luderer pointed out that the
casting of today’s novels into the ro
main purpose of the relief agency was
mantic setting of happier times will
the rehabilitation of needy families.
continue until the contemporary age Barbs Will Not Ran Any Candidates She described various cases which the
presents a more pleasant prospect. Dr.
administration had aided.
For A. S. U, M. Presidency
Steward spoke to an interested group
One of the important phases of relief
In Spring Voting
of students and faculty members In the
work, she said, has been the nursery
library.
Aber Day election plans consumed schools which are located a t strategic
Tracing the rise and sway of realism most of the time at the Barb mass points throughout the state. Here the
during the first three decades of the meeting held Tuesday evening in the children of many parents who are
century, Dr. Steward noted many of forestry library.
working on relief are taken. These
the leading American writers In this
A short musical program followed children are taught the value of good
movement, making brief critical men by a talk by Professor Paul Blschotf health and their play and diet are
tion of Upton Sinclair, Theodore Drei on tropical snakes and sharks pre supervised.
Inter-city co-operation has been one
ser, Sherwood Anderson and William ceded the business meeting. Bernice
Faulkner. Romanticism found few Granmo presented two numbers on the of the interesting sidelights of the
FERA
administration.
Information
exponents during these years, chief accordion and Della V. Carr gave a
among them being Wills Cather, while solo, accompanying herself on a concerning relief seekers has been
made available by cities in an attempt
social satire found its best utterance ukelele.
in the work of Sinclair Lewis. The
After the short entertainment the to avoid duplication and delay.
award of the Nobel Prize to Lewis in group dispensed with the business of Work projects carried out under the
1930 came after his vogue had lessened selecting suitable candidates for nom direction of the relief agency have
considerably, said Steward. Authors ination in the Aber Day primaries. contributed their share in the rehabili
were seeking happier times and great Ben Taylor, president of the Barb tation of the needy, the lecturer said.
er satisfaction than a depression-con council, presided over the meeting Last summer the drought killed hun
scious world could offer. The recent which lasted until 9 o’clock. A list dreds of cattle in the eastern section
selection of such books as “Anthony of possible candidates was named by of the state. The meat of these ani
Adverse” as book-of-the-year marks a the mass group and as time was grow mals would have been valueless had
definite return of romanticism to ing short it was decided that final not a Butte packing concern offered
America.
selection should be made at the coun to pack it. FERA labor was used. A
Dr. Steward spent the afternoon on cil meeting yesterday afternoon. Any laundry, manned by FERA workers,
the campus. While here, he was the one interested In attending the meet kept the working garments of the
packers clean.
guest of Professor H. O. Merrtam.
ing was urged to attend.
Mrs. Luderer also described the
Arrangements were made to have
camp
life of transients and the aid
Barb meetings held in each of the
Military Group Holds
residence halls to select suitable fresh which has been given them by the
Initiation and Formal man candidates for class officers. Re state FERA.
sults of those meetings have not yet
Scabbard and Blade will hold its been announced.
President C. H. Clapp
At the council meeting Thursday It
spring Initiation tomorrow evening.
Is Steadily Improving
Fourteen new members will be taken was decided that as Dick Shaw was
to be graduated this spring, no candi
into the chapter.
'‘Steadily improving" is the way Dr.
Following tbe initiation, a dance will date from the Barb organization would
be held aF the Fort Missoula Officers' be run for A. S. U. M. president Sev R. R. Chappie characterized the con
club. The dance will be a formal af eral other candidates were mentioned dition of President C. H. Clapp, yes
fair and approximately thirty couples and some picked tor class and A. S. terday. President Clapp has been ill
at Northern Pacific hospital for sev
V. M. offices.
are expected to attend.
Plans for a dance were discussed eral months with bacillary dysentery.
Those in charge of committees are
"President Clapp is feeling quite
Bob Rickert, Butte, transportation; and arrangements for the annual Barb
George Van Noy, Lewistown, dance a r picnic were started. Plans tor the well," Dr. Chappie said. "He has no
rangements, and Dick Shaw, Missoula, next Barb mass meeting, when new complications at present, but I won't
Barb officers will be elected, were hazard a guess as to when b e ll be
invitations.
made and a vote of thanks for the able to leave the hospital."
President Clapp underwent an oper
last meeting was given to Alice BerJ. MARIANA LEAVE8
ation last week to relieve a congestion
land who arranged i t
which resulted from irritation remain
Joe Mariana left this morning for
ing after an operation earlier in the
WEATHER FORECAST
his home In Miles City where he will
Fair and warm.
spend the Easter holiday.

FERA O fficial
Praises State’s
Excellent Work

S. M. Steward
Traces Trend
Of Literature

Coming Election
Plans Discussed
By Independents

Are Near Completion

Campus Clean-up Work Will Be Carried on Until Noon;
A.S.U.M. Balloting Takes Place in Morning;
Afternoon Program Planned
Stormy weather and overcast skies yesterday lent a gloomy aspect
to the coming Aber Day as A1 “Buck” Heller, Aber Day manager,
started final preparations for the big celebration. The Main hall tower
bell will announce the final windup when one fine morning at 7 o'clock
'"it will continue to chime after striklng the hour. The tentative program
Is as follows:
At 7:30 o'clock the Grlzsly band will
start at the Alpha Chi Omega house
for the parade up to the university.
M men will furnish the necessary drive
to all reluctant workers and late
Graduate Student Asked to Attend sleepers. Groups from all houses and
Writers’ Conference Session
dormitories will be picked up by the
This Summer
parade.

Negherbon Story
Brings Invitation
From Colorado

William Negherbon, Butte, a grad
uate student at the state university,
has received recognition from a short
story that was recently accepted by
Story magazine. Upon the recommen
dation of the editors of Story, he was
.offered one of two special scholar
ships given to short story writers by
the University of Colorado’s Writers'
conference which will be held this
summer at Boulder, Colorado.
Negherbon was recommended by
Whit Burnett and Martha Foley, ed
itors of the magazine. They praised
his story which is the second to be
accepted by them, and their recom
mendation caused William Davison,
program director of the conference, to
issue the invitation to Negherbon.
The conference will last three weeks,
beginning July 22, and Includes
courses in short story, verse and prose
writing. Famous literary people will
be at the head of the conference, which
will be led by Robert Frost, Robert
Penn Warren, Burnett and Miss Foley.

Diseases in Trees
Found on Campus
Dr. Castle and E. R. Ball Discover
Infection at University
Three disastrous tree diseases were
discovered on campus trees by Dr. G.
B. Castle, instructor in biology, and
E. R. Ball, Missoula tree surgeon, In
an annual Inspection Thursday morn
ing.
Among the diseases found were the
spruce bud worm which is among the
most harmful of pine tree Insects.
Cone gall aphid, which destroys the
foliage of the various trees and shrubs
was located In several sections of the
campus. One other disease, the pine
needle scale, was also discovered.
“We expect to spray these Infected
trees In a few days,” said Dr. Castle,
“and we hope to prevent any further
spread of the dreaded Infections.”

The convocation will be held In the
Dornblaser bleachers at 8:15 o'clock.
Dean A. L. Stone, Dr. J. P. Rowe and
Ken Duff will speak on the program.
George Sayatovlch will be In charge
of this program.
Aber Day will revert to the old cus
tom when at 9 o'clock the shovels,
rakes and trucks will start to rattle
as the student body starts the clean
up program. The greatest part of
the work will be done In the pharmacy
drug garden, tennis courts, men's and
women’s athletic fields, rock garden
and around the Student Union build
ing. Posts will be put in front of
South hall to keep the cars from be
ing driven across the sidewalk. The
campus In general will also be raked
up. Work will also be done in the
Little Theatre and around the music
ball and president's house.
During the work program which will
last until 12 o'clock, the voting will
be carried on. Cal Emery will be In
charge of the elections. Plans are
being made so as to facilitate the han
dling of the crowd at tbe polls.
Lunch will be served at 1 o'clock.
Preparations for the big feed will be
made by the women students. Im
mediately following the lunch. High
Court will be held In the center of
the Oval. At this time all past of
fenses and misdemeanors of the stu
dents will be aired before the assem
bled throng. Dean J. E. Miller will
make the awards of basketball
sweaters.
The remainder of the afternoon will
be spent In comic sports and games.
A baseball game and track meet will
also be held at the athletic field. The
day's events will end at 5:30 o’clock.
A mixer will be held in the gym
from 8 to 12 o’clock In the evening.
At the present time tentative plans
have been made to postpone the A. S.
U. M. carnival which was to have been
held Aber Day night The plan does
not seem to be feasible to the various
group heads on the campus. Central
board will hand down a final decision
on this matter at Its next meeting.

Last Rites for Mrs. Frederick
Scheuch Held This Morning
Many Friends Pay Tributes to “The Grande Dame;”
Was Closely Connected With University
For More Than Thirty Years
Funeral services for Mrs. Frederick C. Scheuch, wife of the vicepresident of the state university, were held this morning at the family
home, 319 South Fifth street west. Mrs. Scheuch died suddenly
Tuesday morning of a heart attack which was brought on by a light
case of influenza during the preceding*
ish lace which she had so long col
week.
lected and treasured. They remember
"The grande dame of the ancient her trips about the country and her
regime descending the great marble visits to Europe, from which she re
staircase with her brocaded gown and turned with little souvenirs and treas
her powdered hair." So Mrs. Scheuch ures which she showered upon her
will be remembered by one of the many friends.
who knew her during the more than
For more than 40 years, Mrs.
forty years which she had spent in Scheuch has been a leader In tbe so
Missoula.
cial life of Missoula. For 37 years
“Mrs. Scheuch was the personifica she has been as closely connected with
tion of a tradition which was native to and eagerly interested in tbe univer
her and which cannot be reproduced." sity as any Montanan. It was In 1898
High Tribute
that Professor and Mrs. Scheuch were
It was in this vein that her friends married.
recalled her. On tbe night before she
Born In Kentucky
died she had been vivaciously talking
Mrs. Scheucb's childhood had been
with several of them. She had been a happy one, although her father died
visiting with Vice-president Scheuch when she was quite young. Born at
at St. Patrick's hospital where he had Blanville, Kentucky, on May 19, 1874,
bee
een recovering from an attack of In8tranghn bega„ „ fe m a south
fluenza and pleurisy.
era home replete with the little hos
They recalled her little kindnesses, pitalities and gracious airs of tbe
her friendliness, her charm, her part* south.
which were as dainty as the Span*
(CosUmmS th
She)
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GORDON N. CUNNIFF—

A Valuable Addition to College
With the idea of better preparing college graduates for positions
in business and merchandising, the state university business adminis
tration school is starting a plan which will utilize both classroom
theory and actual experience for the students while they are in school.
The plan has been approved by the State Board of Education, and
when it is instituted in this school, it will form an important step for
ward for Montana education.
The plan is to prepare students during the first three years of their
college life, and then to give them this actual experience during their
senior year so that they may study the problems of their work first
hand and'profit by the questions that they m eet Senior students will
have the opportunity of enrolling in the new courses in retailing and
wholesaling, and retail store management, and to their regular curric
ulum will be added the actual experience. Students will attend classes
one quarter, but will alternate then at working in stores throughout
the state. While in those stores, they will be paid and treated as
regular employees, but they will consult with the instuctor from time
to time when that instructor makes a visit to the stores in which they
work. Store managers in most of the key cities of the state have
agreed to co-operate with the movement, and the plan should be
headed for success.
All this means, of course, that the stores of the state will profit in
the end, because they will be helping the state university properly
train students to fill responsible positions. Theoretical work, as has
been done before, gives the students a knowledge of the general field
in which they are to work, and they have an idea of what to expect
when they are graduated from college. However, this plan offers
them the chance to get the theory concerned and then to go out and
see how that theory applies in actual cases. Thus the students will
be better equipped for their jobs, and the business men and merchants
of the state will have the opportunity of hiring better equipped
employees and they will profit as much as the students.
The plan is an adaptation of the Antioch college plan which alter
nates college teaching and practical training, but has some different
features. Other schools arrange tours for their students, during which
they visit plants and stores, but the state university plan is entirely new
as far as it is known. This plan offers the students of business admin
istration more training and is giving the school a big shove m the direc
tion of progress and achievement.

An Unique Idea— But It’s Farcical
The American Mercury’s present offer of $500 for the best essay
written by an undergraduate student on a topic chosen by the mag
azine seems to be an attempt to lead students into a new trend of
thought, but the accompanying plan advanced by the magazine makes
one wonder as to the sincerity of the whole thing. The essay is to be
written on the subject: “The Professors Got Us Into This Mess, But
We Can Get It Out,” and the whole idea seems to be to get student
writers to jump up in the air and shout about the inability of the
professors and the potential ability of the students of America.
The magazine sponsoring the essay contest has decided, so it says,
that it is time for students to have something to say in the regulation
of our affairs, and the dictators of magazine policy have pledged them
selves to advocate taking the government out of the “palsied fingers
of graybeards.
Let us quote from the magazine's essay announce
ment which sets forth the ideas of the American Mercury: “The Amer
ican Mercury is perfectly willing to see the national government taken
over by a competent student council and is prepared to support legis
lation toward that end . . . Obviously, no man should be allowed to
assume the mantle of office until he is eighteen years of age; but,
obviously also in the face of what goes on now, no man should be
allowed to sport the mantle after he passes forty . . . A twenty-oneyear-old president surrounded by a cabinet of the average age of
twenty might get something done.”
Thus the magazine advocates a national government ruled by college
students, which as we see it, seems to make a swell plot for a Broadway
musical comedy, but not for a sound national policy. All of us would
like to believe that we were capable of the president's position, but
not one of us really believes he could do as good a job as is being done
now. We must realize that age does bring more responsibility and
more experience, and we need those qualities to run an efficient gov
ernment
The American Mercury has, no doubt, some complaint against the
government, and the publishers have every right to voice an opinion,
but they should select some plan of replacement that can be successful!
The students must realize that the American Mercury’s plan would lead
to a national farce, and they must realize that such a plan warrants no
enthusiasm or backing, whatsoever.

Friday, April 1 9 ,1 9 3 5
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guests a t the house and will attend
the spring formal Friday n ig h t Emily
Mills, Hamilton, graduate with the
class of 1934, will attend the spring
formal.

Saturday, April 30
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Kappa Gamma.............Fireside
Saga ot One Who Sot a Job
Mary Lou Tobin was a Tuesday din
Alpha XI Delta......................... .Fireside ner guest a t the bouse.
He had never attended university.
Kappa D e lta ..............
.....Formal
He never, never used Listerlne.
Dorothy Root was a Wednesday din
He couldn't tell high “C" from a duck Phi Delta Theta.................. Sport Dance ner g u est
pond.
Charlotte Randall, Margaret Lucj
Typical of a spring quarter week and Professor Andrew Corry were din
He labored under the impression that
I.C.S. was a Roosevelt brainstorm. end, Friday and Saturday of this week ner guests a t the house.
He did not attire himself in Smart, show promise of being very enjoyable
to students. Firesides again will have
Laffmore and Barks clothes.
Fashion
the limelight with Kappa Kappa
But he landed the job.
With the advent of spring, the
Gamma and Alpha XI Delta entertain campus co-ed begins thinking of fash
His old man owned the factory.
ing Friday night. Phi Delta Theta, ions. Phyllis Jones, K. K. G. pledge,
despite various rumors, will be hosts with her extensive wardrobe seems to
Hickory, dlckory, dock
to a sport dance a t the Country Club, be setting the pace for freshmen. She
The mouse ran up the clock
at which the sport motif will be car was particularly attractive a t the
The clock struck one
ried out In decorations and program. library the other day In a two-piece
Our story's done
Kappa Delta is also entertaining F ri black and white dress suit. Her ac
Because there was but one
day
night with its spring formal.
Mouse and he sure got slugged.
cessories of black, particularly the
Saturday night Is the annual Scabbard black velvet beret and blouse added
Now th at Qeorge Bernard Shaw has and Blade installation and initiation to a stunning outfit. Margaret Ruth
been elected by the English people as formal m ilitary ball. All men attend erford, Delta Gamma prexy for next
Public Bore Number 1 and Ely Cul ing the dance will be in uniform. The year, adorned the campus Wednesday
bertson of shin-klcklng fame has dance is to be held at the Officers’ club afternoon In a white cord k n it with a
achieved the same distinction in New at Fort Missoula.
vari-colored collar. Organzas and taf
fetas seemed to have the upper hand
York. Now Is the time for all good
Alpha Chi Omega
men on the local campus to come to
a t the Tri-Delt formal last Friday.
Gwen
Dellwo
was
a
Tuesday
dinner
the aid of the public weal and nom
Dorothy Appelqulst was most demure
In her ruffled plum-colored taffeta.
inate their candidate. Any ballots guest at the Alpha Chi house.
Thursday dinner guests were Lois Marlon R itter and Margaret Lynch
cast for the conductor of this column
Wohlwend,
Lois
Knauff
and
Betty
were typical of the season in ruffled
will be promptly thrown out by the
W right
organzas. Miss Lynch wore a blue
judge.
polka dot on a white background,
Alpha
Phi
while Miss R itter wore a large plaid
Campns Conversation
Actives and pledges of Alpha Phi of blue and white.
I have a date to Pan-Hell.
Never let it be said th at the men are
Maggie Zilch Is sure an sweet babe. entertained a t a birthday dinner
backward in the fashion line. Sweat
Cleopatra Spoopendyke is an classy Thursday a t the chapter house.
Wednesday dinner guests a t the ers are particularly popular a t this
dresser, has dough and owns a car.
Chocaltina Hershey has a rotten house were Montana NImbar and time of the year, and some good look
ing sweaters are seen by the fashion
complexion, giggles and never gargles. Verna Smith.
hound . . . John “Lover’’ Compton
I am going to Pan-Hell.
Kappa Alpha Theta
strutted forth the other afternoon in
I am going to Pan-Hell with Choc
Edith Matheson, Jean Martinson and white shoes and trousers with a very
altina Hershey.
Janice Koppe were Thursday dinner good looking brown angora. Another
Chocalatlna Hershey asked me.
guests at the house.
sweater which has caused some looks
from the femmes Is the radiant blue
KEYHOLE'S LITTLE MAN (?)
Sigma Kappa
angora with a bi-swing back which
The other night upon a stair
H arriet Bull, Winifred Keyes and Society BUI Sagln Is wearing.
I saw a man who w asn't there
Laura Newhouse were Thursday din
Last Sunday afternoon the Phi Delta
1 saw him again the other day
I wish th at man would stay away. ner guests. Lois Anderson was a In their white shoes, gray flannels
Thursday luncheon g u est
and dark coats adorned the fro n t of
the house. Among those seen were
F irst grade-point whiz—How’d ya
Delta Gamma
Howard Rutherford, Mel Maury, Phil
do in de books last quarter?
Louise Harden of Harlowton Is a Pollard and Gene Mania.
Second oil burner—Not so good. I’m
week-end
guest
a
t
the
house.
down to C level again.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Blumenthal of PhilThis week the fraternities showed
Ipsburg visited Anna Mae Hyder Tues a decided slack in a social way. Pledg
A Synlcal Syong
day.
ing 8till continues as shown by the
Ah some are tall
social calendar.
And some are small
Kappa Delta
And some are lean and lank
Josephine Davis, Mary Lowney and
Alpha Tau Omega
And some are designed
Dorothy Miller from the Kappa Delta
A. T. O. alumni bad lunch a t the
Along the lines
chapter a t Bozeman will be week-end house on Thursday.
Of an N. P. railroad tank.
Some are classy
cadet major Is referred to.
Delta Sigma Lambda
With an airflow chassis
Week-end guests a t the house are
And some are a real damn puzzle
The Innocent Abroad—Jack “PinLowell DaUy and Hal Pasley.
For the shape I’d swear
hanger” Robinson scoring again—this
Delta Sigma Lambda announces the
That they still wear
time with Virginia Lon Walters. Art
pledging of Jam es Shelton of Denton
The good old fashioned bustle.
“Bine Shorts” Kullman displayed by
and Clarence Biehl ot Lewlstown.
Yea, some are hot
willing bros. for Kappa and Alpha
And some are not
Phi edification. Anna Mae Hyder play
Sigma Nu
And some are cold as Ice
ing Juliet on Phi Slg balcony. Jean
A special meeting ot Interfraternity
And some are free
“Half Pint” McKenzie thwarting W alt
council
was
held
at the Sigma Nu
As T. N. T.
La Due. W ebster “Football Manager”
And others are quite nice.
Searles for store board—Paid Adv.
But lank or tall
Jumping Jack Comfort anticipating a
Or plump or small
FREEM AN OXFORDS
doddering old age. Celia Caffln and
Whatever they may be
Art Swenson collectively enjoying the
Worn with pride dy r“ a a
Tho they’re the world to their speech. Frank Vesel’s departure re
by millions.
y D ,U U
mother
gretted noticeably by femmes. Blonde
They don’t mean a thing to me.
noticeable by tears and brunette by

CCC Educational
Information Given
Numerous Teaching Qualifications
Are Deemed Necessary
Due to numerous inquiries, informa
tion has recently been released regard
ing applications for positions of educa
tional advisor a t CCC camps through
out the country. It is deemed advis
able for candidates for one of these
positions to possess most of the fol
lowing qualifications:
Sufficient m aturity for breadth of
experience and background, and youth
tor elasticity and vivacity; and age be
tween 35 and 40.
A preparation carrying through the
Master’s degree.
Abundant courses in modern teach
ing procedures.
A background in both training and
practical experience th at Is vocational.
Experience In teaching adults.
Special qualifications In athletics,
music, dram atics, public speaking,
house Wednesday n ig h t
Mrs. G rantler of Salt Lake City was
a guest of her son, Jesse, a t the house
on Tuesday.

writing or art, provided the prepara
tion and interest of the candidate is
not narrowed down to one of the above
interests.
Successful teaching experience with
emphasis upon administration and
teacher training.
Military experience.
Experience In guidance or personnel
work.
Experience in camp life.
Experience such1 as that ot Boy
Scout leader, Y. M. C. A. secretary.
Evidence of active community serv
ice and an attitude toward a position
as an opportunity to serve rather than
‘ju st another job.’’

Special

Candy and Cards
For Easter

Harkness Drug Store

THEY'RE NEW1

Phi Sigma Kappa
Marvin Anderson of Glendive is
leaving for his home today to spend
E aster with his parents.

WHAT’S SPRING
WITHOUT PICNICS?
And Picnics
Without Food?

THE L E W I S

French Shorts
University Grocery

and shirt to match

Open Until 7:30 P. M.

• I t’s a fa ct! T he new
Lewis French shorts and
darts are sweeping Amer
ica! They’re lightweight,
smart, fit nice and snug,
and th ey don’t bind!

EASTER
CORSAGES

® S » u ,A .5 0 c n -

of Gardenias or other suitable
Flowers

Violets 25c a Bunch

Heinrich Flowers

GEORGE T. HOWARD, PROP.

NEW TONE
For

C. R. Dragstedt Co.

Men's Wear

Soon the femmes will be out enmasse ogling the Corps parade and
will mouth such airy nothings as:
Ain’t he swell?
Swell ain’t the word.
Yeah, but It will have to do.
Sorry ladles, he Is already prac
tically married. A substantial award
will be given anyone guessing which

EASTER
MERCHANDISE

Opp. N. P. Depot

absence. Nlewoehner for May Queen.

WEAR THEM ONCE-YOU’LLWEAR THEM ALWAYS!

PHOENIX
the original

EV-R-UP

Cards - Baskets
Toys and Novelties
Filled Baskets
Candles
PACKED FOB MAILING

KELLY’S
5c to $1.00 Store

B lu e to n e is the

D O N ’T F O R G E T !

Latest news from the seat of trouble in Africa has it that the Ethio
pian in the woodpile has betaken himself to the armored car.— Boston
Transcript

E v e ry F rid a y N ig h t l a
U n iv e ra ity N ig h t at

H The principals in the latest movie colony divorce have parted on the
“most amicable terms and remain the best of friends.” And they call
it news.— Springfield Republican.

P ark T avern

The

FIRST ENTRIES FOR TRACK
MEET RECEIVED BY ROWE
Dr. J. P. Rowe, chairman of the Interscholastlc committee, has received
the first two entries for the Thirtysecond Annual Track Meet. Harlowton and Judith Gap have signified
their intentions of entering the vari
ous events.
* It is expected that more entries will
be received soon as May 7 is the dead
line for all entries. After that date
no en tries will be accepted.

MONTANA

LOOK GOOD?

• For dow nright com fort,;
th o u s a n d s o f m e n h a v e
s ta r t e d to w ear P h o en ix
EV -R -U P Socks. And now
they swear by them! Lastex
bands, woven right into the
tops, hold them up without
f u r th e r s u p p o rt. T h e y ’re
made by Phoenix and that, as
you know, means perfect fit,
the last word in smartness,
and long-mileage wear. Wear
Phoenix E V -R -U P S once
and you wear them always I

hosiery shade we ye seen.
It goes with navy— goes
with all Spring blues— Kayser created it
especially for this "b lue" season. A lovely
smoky, shadowy blue, that gives ankles slim
trimness. M a d e in Kayser’s sheer, d ear
“M ir-O -Kleer', flexible Tit-A ll-T o p ' S 1 . 0 0

and below-the-knee

It tastes good, too, when
you get it at

Rogers’ Cafe

most up and going

GEORGE T. HOWARD, PROP.

“Rolette'.

.

$1.25
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THE

Interclass Meet Draws Many
University Track Candidates
Seniors Look Strong With Peden, Duff, Rhinehart Leading
Veteran Squad; All Other Groups Pack Power
But Freshmen May Pull Whizzer
:

Grizzly and Cub track and field stars will open the track season
tomorrow when leading contenders in each event will fight for points
in the annual interclass track meet. All four classes will enter the meet
with strong squads. In lettermen the seniors lead, having Captain Roy

Many Laurels
During Career

Harvey Thirloway, a former student
at the state university, recently took
an active part in the debate concern-1
tug the student anti-war strike at I
George Washington university in I
Washington. D. C. Thirloway is chair
man of the Left party in the George
Washington Union, which is a student I
group taking part in discussion and I
activities on the campus. While at the
state university in Missoula, Thlrlo-I
way was president of the A. 3. U, M.'

Page Three

Vandal Team Has
Six Veterans Back

Entry blanks for the 1935 State In -| bnt didn’t like the Idea of working ont Seven Who Won Points In Grizzly
terscholastic Track Meet hare been In the snow.
Meet Return This Year
sent out, and the high schools of the
o-o
state will begin to send in their ac
Billings was the only town he en -| Six lettermen return this year to
ceptances soon. Plans are under way countered that didn’t have a great!
form the nucleus for Coach Otto An
by the committees in charge, and it deal of snow, and even there, the only
derson’s Idaho track and field squad,
is hoped that this year’s meet will be dry places were the sidewalkB. With
and they head a list of approximately
bigger and better than ever,
weather like that all over the state, thirty, candidates on the Vandal roster.
o-o
high school track hopefuls must be
Alfred and Paul Berg head the list
The state university does have the happy that the Interscholastic Meet of Vandal veterans, both having won
chance to become acquainted with was set back a week this year,
two letters in track. Alfred Berg
many high school track stars through
o-o
tosses the shot, and Paul Berg is a
this meet, even if football and basket- ] Brownie Walcott, another numeral
pole vaulter. Bob McCue, a junior
ball do not draw one hundred per winner, expects to garner points in who is also a strong football man, has
cent from the schools. Many present two events this year. So far this won one letter in the weights; Earl
Grizzly track men started their careers season, he has spent all his time prac Alden has won one letter in the high
in the Interscholastic at Missoula,
ticing with the javelin, but he will jump; Rod Pearson, a senior, is
o-o
start on the high jump later. When
Interscholastic record-holders have Adams wasn’t looking the other day,
enrolled at the stale university, and Walcott flipped the spear out 160 feet. |
D f A I T f t
STARTING
Iv I A L 1
THIS 8UNDA
some of them are here now. Bob
o-o
O’Malley holds the state records for
The Student Store will have plenty
“REVIVAL WEEK’
the 100- and 230-yard dashes, and Is of building to do this year with two
a member of the Grizzly squad. Doug Teterans gone from the Unenp at the
Brown, high hurdles record-holder, Is present time. Frank Tesel obtained a
SUN.
here as a freshman, and Leo Lundy, chance with the Chattanooga team In
low hurdles champion, enrolled here Tennessee and has left to report to MON.
winter, quarter but Is not In school that club, while Dazz Furlong Is work
now.
ing on the Mlssonllan staff and hasn’t TUE.
o-o
the time to pnt in.
WED.
Campbell of Park county, the javelin
o-o
champion, is still in high school, while
Dick Rlgg, Mel Singleton, Bill Erick
Greg Rice, Missoula’s ace mller, will son and Cal Emery got the calls for THU.
be back for assaults on the half-mile infield positions during one practice
frT
record and his own mile record. Erwin last week, but there are others on the
of Custer county, the record-holder in team who will be available for those SAT.
the half-mile, was graduated but did positions along with the four men
not attend college.
tioned. Furlong formerly played short
10c AND 25c
o-o
stop, while Vesel pitched, caught and
Where will these boys go to school played the Infield.
when they are graduated? All of them

NEW WILMA
TODAY AND SATURDAY!

“SEQUOIA”
1

Most Unusual Picture In the History
of the Screen

a
8

STARTING SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT SHOW

n

“LADDIE”
By Jean Stratton Porter
With JOHN BEAL and
GLORIA STUART
Only the Worlds Finest Attractions
Ever Play tills Theatre

To d i s t
libring comfort

II. THIRLOWAY' TAKES PART
IN STUDENT STRIKE DEBATE

KAIM IN

Sporty Vents

Peden to lead In the sprints with DuffO-------------------- -----------------------------_
In the quarter-mile and Robertson In
the sprints and broad jump. Rhine
hart has earned two track letters and
will perform tomorrow in his special
ties, the broad jump and discus hurl.
He will also throw the shot in aq at
tempt to garner a few points for the
graduating class.
Stearns and Aldrich will attempt to
steal a few points In the distance runs, i Outstanding as a sprinter when a
Several other contenders of ability freshman and as a quarter-mtler and
will be on the field helping to put the sprinter during the past two years,
seniors on the top rung.
Ken Duff Is starting his third season
on the Grizzly track team and Is look
Junior Class Roster
Only three lettermen are to be ing forward to breaking the state rec
found In the junior class. Davis runs ord of 49.7 seconds in the quarter.
the hurdles and sprints, Rutherford Is
Both years Duff has come close to
a low hurdler and also took points in the record and would have been cred
the quarter last year. Taylor garnered ited with a new record at Idaho last
enough points In the mile and half- year had he not been barely beaten by
mile runs last year to get a letter and Kalbus. The times of the race were
has also run the quarter. Duffy Is out identical. Duff is looking forward to
to make the vaulting tough for any a successful season as a member of
high-flying sophomores who may be the sprint relay teams and the mile
out, and Wigal will be on the field to relay squad as well as haring high
assist him In that event. Prevls has hopes of holding the quarter-mile rec
been practicing diligently with the ord before the season Is over.
shot and discus and hopes to win
Duff undoubtedly could have beeneither one or both of those events in
outstanding throughout his college
spite of Rhlnehart's added years of
career as a sprinter had he not con
varsity experience. Frlsbee is out to
sented to Tun the quarter when a school in the country.
bring Walcott’s scalp in from the high
sophomore. Time after time, Peden
jump pit and may toss the javelin out
and Duff were clocked In 9.8 seconds
for several points.
In the 100-yard dash as freshmen and
Sophomores Are Strong
ran dead heats in both the 100- and
Apparently seniors expect most of 200-yard dashes. Duff, when hear decide on the Grizzlies?
the trouble from the sophomores. ing the plea that either be or Peden
Doubly strong in the pole vault with would be needed for the quarter, let
two numeral winners jumping again his chances go In the sprints and
and over-loaded with distance and started training for the longer dis
middle-distance runners, that group tance.
can expect a flock of points in those
Points have been numerous through
events. Stein has led the pole vault
out Duff’s collegiate track career. As
consistently * through
early-seaBon
SATE TIKE—
a sophomore he took seconds to Peden
workouts, and Gravelle has been
Our shop is convenient for university
In the hundred and won the quarter
students. Quality shoe repair*
inches behind him. Vadhelm, Williams,
ing guaranteed.
often to collect 17% points. Last year
Preston and Rose have each surpassed
he was kept from the sprints by a
Leading Shoe Shop
numeral requirements In the track
leg injury but took 10% points in the
J . A. Lacasse
514 So. Higgins
events. O'Malley Is out for Peden in
quarter and relay races.
the two sprints and has proved his
speed by running a dead heat in the
50-yard dash with the Grizzly captain.
Walter LaDue Is a better-than-10-second man in the century and has run
the furlong in winning time. He spe
cializes in the quarter, however, and
will run his flrBt official time trial
iu that event tomorrow afternoon.
[. Sophomores are also out for points
in the jumpB and javelin throw. Doug
Ferris has been jumping for form in
the broad jump during the past week
He earned his numeral in that event
last year, while Walcott may try the
broad jump as well as his specialty,
the high jump. Walcott also leadB the I
field with record tosses In the javelin
but can toss the shot well enough to
garner points. Many others will com
pete In the annual event tomorrow.
.
Frosh May Surprise
Not all of the freshmen have re
ported for time trials yet, but two dis
tance runners of recognized ability
have given the varsity runners trouble
already. Godfrey, the northern dlvis-1
ion high school record-holder in the
mile, has consistently pushed Taylor
through distance workouts and placed
In the cross-country race at Butte last |
fall. Garllngton finished fourth in the 1
Interscholastic mile last year and also i
placed at Butte. He has not run any
lime trials yet but is slated to run well j
tomorrow. Brown, Swanberg, Martin
and others have also been running
distances.
Freshmen may surprise more ex
perienced varsity men in the hurdles, i
Doug Brown, holder of the Interscho
lastic high hurdle record, has been
limber topping In excellent form the
past week. Under favorable conditions
he should approach that mark tomor
row and will also run the low hurdles |
as well as high jump. Milt Popovich I
Is a hurdler of winning ability but
Is centering his attention on Bpring
football so will probably not be out.
Therrtault, Curry, Muchmore and
others will also handle the high jump
ing assignments. John Castles ap
parently will have to handle the jav-1
elln tossing assignment and Is re
ported to have thrown the spear better
than 164 feet while in high school.
Bob Hileman should garner points in
both the high and low hurdles.

Coll© t
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R IA L T O
TODAY AND SATURDAY!

2 Fr

FEATURES

Leo Carrillo In
“THE WINNING TICKET”

letterman in the two-mile race, and
Patronize Kahn In Advertisers
Theron Ward has won his monogram
in the sprints.
These men head the list of candi
dates at Moscow, but there are plenty
of freshmen and upperclassmen in the One of our typewriters will help
roster who will probably be seen in you turn out better and neater
work.
action here. Nine candidates are listed
Our Portables Priced from
an. >ng the distance and middle-dls-1
KU O to 677.00
tai.ee runs, while tour others are i
BswU
hurdlers.
Last year the Vandals nosed out
LISTER TYPEWRITER
the Grizzlies by a 67-64 margin in a
SERVICE
meet at Moscow. Returning Idaho men
UNDERWOOD AGENTS
who won points in that meet are Ward,
Pearson, A. Berg, McCue, P. Berg,
127 Eo Broadway
Brown and Wise.

TYPEWRITERS

EASTER
FOOTWEAR

$

2 -9§ t0 $495
Choose any color, any size.
You will find it at

Buck Jones in
“STONE OF SILVER CREEK”
SUNDAY ONLY!

WILL ROGERS in
“Judge Priest”

Savon Shoe Shop
Hammond Arcade

MONDAY ONLY!

GRACE MOORE in
“One Night of Love”

e s s . n ,
j
U O U A VtM . VU£A\d

I give you the mildest sm oke, the best-tasting
sm oke. Y ou w onder what makes me differ
ent. For on e thing, it’ s center leaves. I spurn
the little, sticky, top lea ves.. . so bitter to the
taste. I scorn the coarse b ottom leaves, so
harsh and unappetizing. I d o not irritate your
throat. I bring com fort. I am the best o f friends.

THE
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New Group Is Formed for Appreciation
Of Arts and Understanding of Sciences
E. M. Little and Wife Join with Y. W. C. A. Organization
As Leaders of Study, Discussion Club

Robertson Has
Versatile Style
On Track Club

MONTANA
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KAIMIN

University Debate
Olympic Prospect
III Carol Hambleton Is Training
Clubs Tour State
| For Games; She Has Broken
In Forensic Trip m One National Mark

Carol Hambleton, a sophomore in
Men’s Group Meets Northern Montana
the university, has ambitions to run
> College a t Havre; Co-eds
in the Olympic games and is again in
Return from Trip
The founding of a group for the appreciation of arts and the under Monte Robertson is perhaps the
training.
most versatile of the seniors on the
standing of sciences was the purpose of a meeting of approximately Grizzly track team. He is a consistent The state university men’s debate When sbe was a junior in high
twenty-five young men and women held in the Gas company’s club winner of points in the 100- and 220- team debated the Northern Montana school, Carol broke the N. A. A. record
for high school girls in the broad
room last Monday evening. The Young Employed Girls, a group yard dashes, the bigh jump and1broad college team over the radio in Havre jump, and equalled the women’s Olym
connected with the T. W. C. A.; Miss* t ............
jump, and as a freshman was awarded Tuesday night. The debate: Resolved, pic record of 10.8 seconds for the 100Dorothy Gebhart, Y. W. C. A. secre
the Stewart cup for being tbe out That the International Shipment of yard dash. She had been running
R. 0. T. C. TO PARADE
Arms Should Be Prevented, was nontary, and Dr. and Mrs. Edward Little
standing freshman track man.
since sbe was ten years old. Her am
are the motivating powers behind the
Monte enters his senior year of com declslonal.
bitions suffered a set-back, however,
The R. O. T. C. battalion will
A co-ed team composed of Mildred
new organization.
petition with a long record of places
two years ago when she became ill
Studying literature and music and parade on the university oval at won in varsity competition. When a McDonald, Baker, and M argaret
with pneumonia, and now she is try 
5:15
o’clock
every
Monday
after
discussing economic, social and polit
sophomore, he scored a total of 27% Holmes, Helena; a men’s team includ ing to get back in form. At present
ical problems is the basic idea behind noon during spring quarter. The points in four events to rival other ing Clyde McCall, Whitehall, and Bill
the group. Dr. Little said that al public is invited to attend. Par members of the team for scoring hon Shallenberger, Missoula, and Dr. E. H.
though there were many other clubs ents are requested to keep their ors. Last year, after having been out Henrikson, debate coach, left Missoula
OUR MORE IS OUR BEST
with a similar purpose, he thought children off the parade grounds of school a year, Monte returned to last Friday for the first debate at
RECOMMENDATION
that this one was unique and justifi during the ceremony.
place his attention on the sprints and the School of Mines in Butte. The
able In that its study will be more
broad jump. Hd attended both the same subject was debated a t all
minute and conducted primarily for
Drake and Kansas relays as a member tbe contests. The combined Montana
Basement B. A H. Jewelry Store
appreciation.
of the sprint relay team and returned teams were defeated by four Mines
Study and Recreation
to Dornblaser field to compete against men. W. L. Lowry, principal of the
Study, however, will not be the only
the Bobcats. During last year he Anaconda high school, awarded the
thing on the programs. Every meet
scored 16 points to take fourth on the decision. The parliam entary form was
ing will have some diversion such as
used.
squad for high scoring honors.
games and musical entertainm ent
Friday night the two teams debated
Last fall Robertson joined the foot
Once a month the group will hold a University Students Pass Physical ball squad and suffered a knee injury separately a t tbe state college in Boze
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
social meeting and occasionally dur
Tests; Await Final Word
early in practice. It is not yet known man in a non-decisional m eet The
NATIONAL BANK
ing good weather they will hold their
From U. S. Army
whether the knee will handicap him touring teams remained in Bozeman
IN MONTANA
meetings outside in the form of a hike,
on the track and field, but tim e trials Friday night, driving to Helena Sat
swim or a picnic.
urday.
Included in the seven applicants to be held soon will tell.
Although those attending the initial who passed the required physical
Dr. Henrikson and his debaters
As a broad jumper Robertson has
meeting were invited by the Young examination for appointment to a one- jumped slightly over 22 feet consist were guests of Intermountain Union
Employed Girls, anyone wanting to en year flying course in the a ir force are ently. In the high jump he has cleared college for lunch. At 1:30 o'clock the See Us for
gage in such activities and who is of two university Btudents, Dick Shaw, 5 feet 10 inches in competition, and he co-ed team debated a mixed team from
HYDRANGEAS
university age or older is eligible to Missoula, and Arthur Caven, Miles has run the century in 9.9 seconds and Intermountain and a t 3 o’clock, a
join. They will meet every Monday City.
men’s team from Carroll college. Both
the 220-yard dash in 21.9.
LILIES
evening at 7:30 o’clock at the Y. _W.
debates were non-decisional.
Both students have been outstand
C. A. at 111 East Pine street.
GERANIUMS
The debaters were guests of Mr.
ing in college activities. Dick Shaw
Leaders to Be Chosen
and Mrs. John Holmes, parents of De
is a senior in the m ilitary science de Kitten Ball League Has
SWEET PEAS
Discussion leaders will be chosen partment, a member of Scabbard and
Fast Week-end of Play bater M argaret Holmes, for dinner
two weeks in advance and they will Blade and Sigma Delta Chi and has
Saturday evening. Dr. Henrikson and
DAFFODILS
announce their topics the following held responsible offices in several
the co-ed team returned to Missoula
Occasional home runs and frequent
meeting. W arren Stillings, a graduate campus organizations. Caven is a
Saturday night.
for Easter
of the forestry school, will talk on the three-year letterman in both track and three baggers marked last week’s play
The men’s team continued by train
economic stability of Russia a t the football and has taken a lead in in the kitten ball league of South hall to Havre, where they debated North We have our usual line of window
as all teams kept appointments for
next meeting. Bernard Billing will campus activities.
ern Montana college Monday and box flowers and garden plants for
games and interest ran unusually
announce his topic for the following
again Tuesday over the radio. Wed
Only seven of the large number of high.
Spring
week next Monday.
nesday night they m et a team from
aspirants were able to pass the exam
West Wing B defeated West Wing
Eleanore Flannery will be in charge ination. Besides having no physical
Intermountain Union college in Hel
of the inspirational reading a t the defects, the candidates had to have ex A, 14-13, in a game which was re ena.
Monday meeting and Dr. Little and traordinarily good sight and sense of versed in the last inning, W est Wing
Corner 6th and Higgins
Altha Stuckey are in charge of the balance. After the actual physical A, having a short lead until the final
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers
music. They will present a mixed sex examination, a series of balance and shift. Graves made two home runs for
tette and classical and semi-classical distance judging tests were given. the losers. E ast Wing B nosed the
Bull Pen, 9-8 in a closely fought strug
phonograph records.
Both Caven and Sbaw passed all tests. gle, Red Warden knocking two home
At the meeting last Monday, most
Final word of acceptance into the runs for the losers.
of the time was given over to getting one-year course of flying m ust come
Bull Pen reversed the resu lts Sun
acquainted, playing games and dis from army headquarters in Washing
With an Individuality All Their Own
cussing future activities. No name for ton, D. C. If both men are finally day and barely beat the Proctors, 9-8.
E ast Wing A beat East Wing B, 7-5,
the group has been definitely decided
accepted, they will report for duty a t holding a lead gained early in the
at the
upon y e t
Vancouver Barracks, near Portland, .game.
Oregon. For the period of training,
the flying cadets receive all board,
NOTICE
room, clothes and a fair wage. Upon
completion of the course, the cadets
Friday is the last day th a t women
will receive either a commission in may sign up for the women’s singles
y
MIVvOIJI A / M O A I T A A I A
U
the flying corps' of the regular army tournam ent Please sign in - Ruth
or if not sufficient vacancies are open, Nickey’s office in the gym.
a commission in the reserve corps.
American Mercury to Award Cash
•
For Best Student-Written
Article on Topic
Former Student Elected

she is doing exercises in the women’s woman, living at 410 South Fifth
gym, but she will run with the men’s Street East.
track squads later. She will continue
to train all spring and summer.
Phi Sigma Kappa announces the
Miss Hambleton is a Missoula pledging of Joe Mariana, Miles City.

h n t t t W
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Metropole Barber Shop

Shaw and Caven
Succeed in Exam
For Air Training

The
First National Bank

Bitter Root Market

New SPRING F0RMALS
tfla iiW S ty le SlKop

Magazine Offers
Prize for Essay
On Government

“Show him Interwoven —
or Vll hand YOU a Sock"
Whether you hove a personal shopper
in your home or do your shopping
personally, here are better half hose
ior the better-hali. Canny shoppers
insist upon Interwoven Socks because
they wear better, look better, are
authentically styled and give greater
comfort. Ask ior themby name.

BARNEY’S
Men's Clothing
In the Center of Town

e

To Bozeman Honorary

Advocating the need for more stu
dent opinion in the regulation of na
Edouard Deschamps, Missoula, for
tional affairs, the American Mercury
mer student at tbe state university,
magazine is offering a prize of 3500
has been announced as a member of
for the best essay submitted by an
Les Bouffons, senior honorary at Mon
undergraduate student of an American
tana State college. Deschamps has
college on the subject: "The Profes
been prominent in extra-curricular ac
sors Got Ds into This Mess, But How
Can We Gret Out?" No essays received tivities at the Bozeman institution,
after midnight, August 31, will be con having been recently elected president
of the Agricultural club. He has been
sidered.
The American Mercury is trying to a high scoring member of several
promote opinion along certain lines stock judging teams. Pledges to Les
Bouffons are chosen oh a basis of
whereby younger men will be selected
for offices in the national government, popularity, social qualities and char
acter during their college careers.
and the essay contest is one of the at
tempts to create Interest in the student
bodies of colleges throughout the
country.
American Mercury will pay the win
ning author the sum of 3500, but in
case the judges decree a tie, all writ
and
ers of essays rated equal will receive
equal prizes and 36,000 will be donated
to the American Association of Uni
versity Professors. Judges for the
contest will be H. L. Mencken, Laur
Mall a Box for Easter
ence Stallings and Paul Palmer.
Manuscripts are to be directed to
Contest Editor, The American Mer
MANY PERFUME SPECIALS
cury, 780 Fifth avenue, New York. No
FOR EASTER
entries will be returned. The maga
zine also reserves the right to print
extracts from non-winning essays, I
such extracts to be paid for at regular
rates. For information on the contest,
Florence Hotel Building
interested students are asked to con
sult the American Mercury.

There is no need for a
lot of whangdoodle talk
about cigarettes

MARTHA
W A S H IN G T O N

—just plain common-sense

JOHNSTON
CHOCOLATES

^Vhen you stop to think about
your cigarette—what it means to
you — here’s about the way you
look at it—
Smoking a cigarette gives a lot
of pleasure— it always has.
People have been smoking and
enjoying tobacco in some form or
another for over 400 years.

Public Drug Store

Of course you want a cigarette
to be made right. And naturally
you want it to be mild. Yet you
want it to have the right taste—
and plenty of it.

Top your EASTER outfit with

A Snappy New

In other words—you want it
to Satisfy.

Hat
hats in pastel shades

Scientific methods and ripe mild to
baccos make Chesterfield a milder
and better-tasting cigarette. We
believe you will enjoy them.

<0193), L iggett 8c M y i ?rs T o ba c c o G o .
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Season Opens
- W ith Veterans
1
Lost to Squad
Eight Point - Winning Men
Of Last Year’s Team
Are Missing

THE

“Now You See It—■
”

I

Edip hone Has Bight .Method;
Becomes Lost After Prexy
Lectures and Lectures

When a student gets tired of listen
ing to a lecture, he goes to sleep—and
flunks.
When an Edlphone gets tired of lis
tening to a lecture, It gets itself lo st
So the president’s office discovered
yesterday, when Marjorie Mnmm, sec
retary in the graduate department of
fices, started an energetic hunt for the
Edlphone which she knew was In con
siderable demand.
Miss Mnmm traced It to the presi
dent’s office wherein President C. H.
Clapp has often delivered many a
steaming geology lecture with no more
audience than a dictaphone. From
that office It had apparently vanished
Into thin air.
Not daunted. Miss Mnmm tried
again. She found it—hidden away In
the far recesses of Mary Wilson's of
fice In the forestry building. So th at’s
what happens to Ediphones when they
get tired of listening to lectures.

University Grizzlies will sta rt the
track season on May 4 a t Bozeman
with the lots of eight point-winning
seniors of last year who scored a total
of 47 5-6 points during their senior
year.
I co-captain Bill Hawke of last year's
senior class led the veterans for scor
ing honors, winning the javelin throw
in both the State Intercollegiate Meet
and at Idaho. A1 Dahlberg was a
traction of a point behind Hawke,
scoring all of his points in the high
jump. Dahlberg won the Intercol
legiate high jump, jumped Becond at
Idaho, and tied with five other con
testants at the conference meet tor
first place to garner 9 6-6 points.
Even though devoting most of his
time to coaching the high school foot
ball team. Bob Stansberry threw the
javelin and shot in the Intercollegiate
and Idaho meets to score nine points.
Monte Reynolds doubled on the shot
Lewaadowski Attempts to Maintain
and discus to garner a total of nine
Players’ Interest; Athletic
points to complete bis collegiate com
Committee Hampered
petition.
Billie Vickerman, although having
Two teams composed of spring foot
only two years of competition, has ball candidates went through a stren
graduated and is now teaching. He uous scrimmage Wednesday afternoon
performed In the high hurdles to take to mark the second game test of the
second at Idaho and won the high bar current session. Warmer weather pre
riers In the Intercollegiate to annex vailed and the players responded to
a total of eight points.
the foreign formations experimented
; Co-captaln Pat Caven had the mis with by Coach A. J. Lewandowaki, who
fortune of falling in the low hurdles is trying to keep the players Interested
In the Intercollegiate and did not place in the game sufficiently to have them
but picked up points in the high hur reporting regularly despite the set
dles there, and both in the high and backs the Athletic committee has run
low barrier events a t Idaho to score against in its effort to secure a coach.
five points. Lloyd Bernhard took a
Both teams used a shift and ran
second In the Intercollegiate mile for only simple plays and passes. The
three points, while Smalley and teams were sprinkled with some of
Steensland each scored once during last year’s team, but for the most part
the season.
the lineups were composed of fresh
Jack Price, although not a senior, Is man players.
Those participating in the scrim
not out for track this year, having too
much work in the forestry school dur mage were Wilcox, Robins, Chambers,
ing spring quarter. He scored in the Babich, Lindgren, Sagln, Noyes, Blasrelay at Idaho, and with him the team tic, Bonawitz, Olson, Powell, Cosgrove,
Huser, Pomajevlch, Flynn, Janes, Wil
loses 11-4 more points.
Despite the larger number of points liams, Lindgren, Popovich, Roudebush,
lost to the team by graduation, sopho R. Whlttinghill and C. Whlttinghlll.
mores this year are expected to fill
LONG GETS PH.D. DEGREE
the gap. No sophomore has appeared
to take Reynold's place In the shot
Frank
Long, state university alum
and discus events or Vlckerman's
place in the high hurdles, but the nus, received a Ph.D. degree In chem
weakest spot of last year’s team, the istry from the University of California
pole vault, Is well cared for. Fred last Friday. Dr. Long received his B.A.
Stein, John Gravelle, Harold Duffy and degree here In 1932 and his M.A. de
Tom Wigal are training seriously for gree in 1933.
that event and should garner points
that were lost in the Intercollegiate
Meet laBt year. Previs has improved
in both the shot and discus throws
this year. He and Rhinehart will be
able to hold up the two weight events.
Frlsbee Is back again to high jump
and will also throw the javelin, while
Walcott is expected to lead In both
of those events and is also going to
try the broad jump. Gene Davis Is
specializing in the high hurdles hut
will run the low barriers with Bob
Rutherford and Bob King.
Another weak spot of last year's
team should be exceptionally well
cared for this year. Although Ben
Taylor scored 161-4 points In the dis
tance runs last year, the team was
still weak In those events. Bobcats
stole all the points in the two-mlle
and took six in the mile and three
In the half-mile. Idaho Vandals took
all but one point in the two-mile and
four In the mile. They also took four
In the half-mile race. Jack Preston,
Taylor and A1 Vadhelm should care
for the half In either meet, while Hal
Stearns, Jack Rose, Doug Williams
We're particularly proud
and Don Aldrich should angle the
of our "Ritz-y" selection . .
majority of points from either the Bob
besides they're SO inex
cats or Vandals in the mile and twopensive! Here's what a
mile races. Taylor Is expected to run
whole ensemble will cost:
both the mile and half-mile against
Idaho again.
F r o c k .......... ................ *498
The sprints should be even better
Undies ___
.49
.59
H o se ..............
cared for than last year. Duff has
Gloves ......................... .98
not been bothered with pulled muscles
Shoes ............................ 488
as he was last year, and no sprinters.
were lost to the squad. Captain Peden
• It pays to shop at
is back, Wally LaDue has joined the
squad, and Gene Davis and Monte Rob
ertson are both Bprintlng as well as
ever.

Spring Football
Teams Line Up
For Scrimmage

PENNEY FROCKS LEAD
OFF THE P R O MS

IP E M W E Y 'S J

A Base Hit Every time!
A remarkable average, yet you will find that
wherever it is sold it is
making a hit with the
public. No it isn’t base
ball. but that champion
of all beer—

Greek Tennis
Opener Slated
For Thursday
Three Courts Are Reserved
For Interfratemity
Net Tourney

MONTANA

KAIM IN

Whither Hermes?
BeTengeful Fresh Successor
To Scourge of Wrong-doers
Will Pan Punster

S

Hermes is packing his trunks for a
trip to the tall and uncut timber.
For the first and only time in a year,
the boy’s going to get a vacation.
This has come about because the
freshmen are taking over the Kaimin
next Friday, and Hermes the Second
has vowed vengeance on Hermes the
F irs t It seems that all too frequently
—and only last Tuesday—Hermes the
First had occasion to mention Hermes
the Second, much to the latter’s em
barrassm ent
His mother reads the Kaimin.
So Hermes the F irst is going to the
lofty, uncleared woodlands for an en
forced rest until the weather clears.

In order that the Interfraternity
Tennis tournament may be run off
without trouble, the lower three ten
nis courts have been reserved for the
tournament which is to sta rt on
Thursday, April 26, at 4 o’clock.
In previous years the courts have
been open for anyone to use a t any
time, and players on the fraternity
teams have had difficulty in obtaining
a court on which to play. Manager
Ralph Gilham, Missoula, made ar Instructor Is Speaker
rangements to have the #lower three
At Meeting of Activians
of the six new courts kept open at
certain times.
Professor
G. F. Simmons spoke to
The opening hours for which the
courts have been reserved are on | the Activians’ club at the monthly
meeting
of
the
organization held In
Thursday, April 25, at 4 o’clock when
Phi Delta Theta and Phi Sigma Kappa the Coffee Parlor cafe Wednesday eve
open the tournament play. The follow ning.
Simmons told in detail of the cus
ing Saturday, April 27, a t 10 o’clock,
the Barbs and Sigma Chis tangle. At toms and habits of the people of north
4 o’clock the same afternoon, Delta west Africa. During the lecture, the
Sigma Lambda and Sigma Nu meet in speaker related many Interesting and
the second tournament match. Sunday, unusual happenings of the time he had
April 28, at 3 o’clock, Sigma Alpha Ep spent In that section of the Dark Con
silon plays Sigma Phi Epsilon. Alpha tinent
Charles Mason, former assistant reg
Tau Omega has drawn the bye.
Tennis teams entered in .the tour istrar, secured the speaker for several
weeks
ago, but the meeting was post
nament will consist of two doubles
teams and one singles player from poned because of the Community Con
each fraternity. No one player can cert program.
play on more than one team, thus
making five different tennis players
necessary for each game. At least two
of the teams must be on hand before
the fraternity can enter the tourna
ment.

HOW IS YOUR
COAL PILE?

Page Five

University Enters
Archery Contest
Teams Will Be Picked In Physical
Education Classes
An Invitation to enter the sixth an
nual women's intercollegiate tele
graphic archery tournament has been
accepted by the university. This tour
nament, which Is sponsored by the
National Archery association, will be
held May 12 to 19 Inclnsive.
In this contest each college may
enter one or more teams of eight arch
ers each. The event to be shot is the
Columbia Round, one of the official
National Archery association rounds
for women, which consists of 24 ar
rows shot from 30, 40 and 60 yards
each. The teams will be picked from
the archery classes.

Missoula; Thomas Wynn, Mis
Graduate Work Kraft,
soula; Victor Fall, Bozeman; Angelo
Geary, Ovtndo; Charles Ball, Mis
Ogden Tweto, Missoula; Erne
Credits Sought soula;
roy Johnson. Missoula; Totvo Karkal
nen, MlUtown: Robert Brown. Mis
By Twenty-two souls.
Mansfield said that six students are

working for graduate credit but they
are not candidates for Maatsr’s de
grees. They are Dorothy Dali, Mis
souls; Raymond Rlmel, Missoula; Ar
thur Katona, Cleveland, Ohio; Emma
Quast, Missoula; Stanley Davison,
Twenty-two state university men and Missoula, and Kathryn Copeland,
women are working for graduate Denton.
credit this quarter. Four of this num
ber expect to receive M.A. degrees at
the close of the quarter, It has been
PH O K I 1441
announced by-M. J. Mansfield, secre
RAINBOW BARBER AND
tary of the committee on admission
BEAUTY SHOP
and graduation.
136 Higgins Ave. Missoula, Mont
William Negherbon, Butte; Burnett
Marcelling
Shampooing
Cole, Miles City; Robert Sonneman,
Permanent Waving
Nashua, and Ruby Jacobson Mont H*ircattinf by K sp o t, L k n —d O p m ttra
NOTICE
gomery, Missoula, are now candidates
All Interfratem ity baseball games for M.A. degrees to be awarded at the
scheduled for Easter Sunday have close of this quarter.
been postponed.
Those working toward Master’s de
RALPH GILHAM
grees, but who are not spring quarter
candidates are Ralph Schofield, Mis
Robert Dellwo of Charlo visited soula; William Belangie, Missoula;
John Bosseler last week.
Robert Somerville, Livingston; Louise

Four Expecting to Receive
M.A. Degrees at End
Of Spring Quarter

Easter
HATS

Let

Flowers
Express Your

EASTER SENTIMENTS

$1.95

LILIES
PT A N T S

CUT FLOWERS
MIXED BOUQUETS

Missoula Coal & Transfer

GERTRUDE STEIN REFUSES
Theta Sigma Phi announced yester
day that Gertrude Stein will be unable
to address students at the university.
Dorcas Keach said that Miss Stein had I
been unable to receive enough engage
ments to make a speaking tour bene
ficial to her. She will sail from New
York, May 4.

BETTER KODAK
FINISHING

Very latest styles
Including
Navys-Blacks-Browns
Tans and Whites

Garden City Floral Company
HOME GROWN FLOWERS

M cK ay A rt Co.

$3.95
Cinderella
Shoppe
208 Higgins

01936, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

“ I’M A NEWSPAPER WOMAN.

It's absorbing work—but I have
to put in long, irregular hours.
When I’m feeling let down, I
smoke a Camel to restore my en
ergy and interest. Camels are a
smoother smoke, too. They do
taste better.'*
(Signed)
MARGARET B. NICHOLS

“ I’ M NOT ONE of those ’natural born students' you
hear about,” says Capers Smith. “ I have to buckle down
and study to get results. When I’m not hitting the books,
I work in the college bookstore from 12 to 4 every day.
It’s easy to sec how full my time is! When I feel tired
or ‘logy,’ I know that I’m nearing the end of my energy.
Then I always smoke a Camel. It revives me—restores my
energy. And each Camel that follows seems to be even

“ I T S A HARD, ACTIVE life bridging the Golden Gate with
the longest single span ever built.
When I’m worn out, I light up a
Camel It quickly relieves me of
tiredness. I smoke steadily—have
for years. Camels never upset
my nerves.”
(Signed) R. G. CONE, Engineer

CAMEL'S TOBACCOS
COST MILLIONS M ORE!
"Cam els are made from finer;
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS - Turkish and
Domestic-than any other popular brand."

|

(Signed) R ,I . R EYN O LD S TOBACCO © 0 f*M **V
Winston-Salem,

£
j, *

1

CA M EL’S CO STLI£R TO B AC C O 5 {MfEV EE GET O N YOUR NERVES!

THE
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Athletic Board Adopts By-Laws

Forest Group
Hears Nelson
(1) Win a total of seven (7) points
Revised by-laws of the Athletic
board were adopted yesterday after in Pacific Coast conference or corres
ponding
noon
at
a
meeting
of
that
group
in
the
Talk Monday office of Kirk Badgley, athletic man season. dual meets during the entire
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board, which makes a recommendation
to Central board for final approval.
These appointments shall be made at
the end of the season in each sport, to
be effective for one year.
The varsity manager shall designate
his assistants, subject to approval by
the Athletic board and Central board.
The varsity manager shall also desig
nate the duties of his assistants.
No letterman may serve as manager
in any sport.
If a lack of qualified applicants for
varsity managership of a major sport
is apparent, the Athletic board may
recommend to Central board that a
qualified assistant of another sport be
appointed as varsity manager for the
former.
A qualified applicant is one who has
been awarded an emblem, or an em
blem and sweater.
Managerial Awards. The varsity
manager shall be awarded a regular
varsity sweater and four-inch block
monogram. Assistants serving their
second year shall be awarded an em
blem representing that sport with let
ters signifying "assistant manager.”
Assistants serving their third year
shall be awarded a numeral weight
sweater.
No m o r e t h a n f o u r e m b l e m s a n d
f o u r s w e a t e r s B h a ll b e a w a r d e d in one

(2) Win one first place in a dual
ager. The by-laws will be printed in
University Professor Takes next fall's issue of the M book. They meet with a Pacific Coast conference
team, or tie for first place with an
are as follows:
Grass as Subject
opponent from the contesting confer
Section 5. Athletic Board.
Of Speech
Clause 1. Athletic Manager. The ence team.
(3) Win at least one point in the
athletic manager, appointed by the ad
Professor E. W. Nelson of the for ministration and the faculty athletic northern division meet of the Pacific
estry school spoke on “Grass as a Na committee, shall have charge of all Coast conference. (National meets
tural Resource" before a meeting of major athletic contests and the man shall correspond to the northern divi
the Northern Rocky Mountain Section agerial duties connected with each.
sion conference m eet).
of the Society of American Foresters
(4) If only two meets are scheduled,
The athletic manager shall submit a
last Monday evening. Seventy mem
budget in the spring for the succeed exclusive of the general conference
bers of the society were present In the
ing year to the Athletic board for ap meet, win a total of six points during
forestry library to hear the talk and
proval, after which expenditures with the entire season.
to Join in the discussion afterwards.
(5) Points earned by a relay team in
in the budget limitations shall be ap
Mr. Nelson devoted the first part of
proved by the manager without addi dual, conference, or national meets
Ills speech to present a background.
tional reference to the Athletic board. shall be divided among members of
He gave the historical meaning and
The expense of medical attention in the relay team and shall count toward
the derivation of the word “grass” and
cases where injuries have occurred award requirements.
a brief explanation of the magnitude
and special treatm ent Is required
Clause 3.
Freshman Numeral
of the grass family. In this family
(other than incidental costs such as Awards. A participant in freshman
are timothy and orchard grass which
X-ray service and hospitalization for athletics may receive only one numer
are meadow and pasture varieties;
one or two days) Is a m atter which al award during the time he has fresh
Kentucky blue grass and bent grass
shall be referred to the Athletic board man standing in the university. This
which are used for lawns. Also there
for approval before such charges are does not exclude an upperclassman
are wheat, barley and rye which are
authorized for payment
who is in attendance for his first year.
the grains In the grasB family. The
The athletic manager shall draw up
The freshman award for football,
large members of the family are corn,
schedules for each sp o rt subject to basketball and track shall be a uni
sorgum and sugar cane. Also in this
approval of the Athletic board, and form style sweater with gray num
same family are the native range
shall represent the school at the con erals. The sweater shall be maroon in
grasses, bromes, fescues and grama
ference managers’ meetings.
color.
s p o r t in o n e y e a r.
grasses.
The athletic manager is directly re ' A freshman must be recommended
The candidate for the position of
From an economic standpoint the
sponsible to the Athletic board.
by the coach and must be considered varsity manager shall have earned an
grasses are the most Important re
Clause 2. Major Sport Awards. The as future varsity material to be elig emblem and a sweater in accordance
source In the world because upon the
Athletic board shall grant all athletic ible for the numeral award.
with the provisions outlined above.
cultivation of hay and the utilization
letters and all other insignia given to
A freshman to be eligible for the
A qualified assistant In a major
of the range grasses rests the live
major sport participants within its numeral must complete the season in sport, not being chosen as varsity
stock Industry. Also because wheat is
jurisdiction under rules set forth in his sport, unless prevented from doing | manager in any major sport, may be
a basis for the white civilization and
these by-laws.
so by injury or other unavoidable j recommended for the minor sports’
rice Is the foundation for the eastern
The major sport award shall consist reasons. In such a case, the coach managership.
civilizations, grass holds Importance.
of a sweater and a gray block “M,” may make a special recommendation
Minor Sports Managerships. The
Other uses are some of the products
with appropriate stripes on the to grant a numeral award.
manager for minor sports shall be apthat are obtained from some of the
sweater to indicate the spdrt and the
The candidate for a freshman nu-1 pointed by Central board upon recomgrasses. In China there is an oil de
number of letters won. Gold stripes meral award before being finally given | mendatlon of the Minor Sports Board
rived from certain varieties which is
shall designate football; gray, basket his award must have a scholastic | of Control. This m anager should have
used for a base for some perfumes.
ball, and white, track. The letter shall standing at the end of his quarter of had experience as assistant minor
Paper Is made from the fibre esparto
be a five-inch block for coat-style participation or during his freshman sports manager,
which comes from certain grasses
sweaters and a seven-inch block for year equivalent to the Pacific Coast
A qualified assistant in a major
from Spain and northern Africa.
slip-on style sweaters.
conference varsity eligibility require- sport, not being chosen as varsity
Nelson devoted the remainder of his
The student manager of each major ment, i.e, five time as many passing manager in any major sport, may be
talk to the UBe of natural range
sport shall keep participation records credit hours as failing credit hours, recommended for the minor sports'
grasses west of the hundredth merid
for the entire season and turn these If the award is won for football or managership by the Minor Sports
ian which runs through North Dakota,
records over- to the Athletic board at basketball participation, the candidate Board of Control,
South Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska, Ok
the end of the season.
must also re-enter this university the
The minor sports manager shall be
lahoma and Texas. There are six hun
In addition to meeting the require
quarter succeeding his quarter of par- j appointed for one school year of three
dred species of grasses in this area
ments of participation or marks, a ticlpatlon to be eligible for the nu
and 170 of them are important to the
quarters.
player to be eligible for a major sport meral award.
livestock industry.
award must be recommended by the
The number of persons a coach may
“AH civilized men and their ances
CONTESTS POSTPONED
coach of his sport and m ust have com recommend to the Athletic board for
tors have realized the value of grass,”
pleted
the
season
in
th
at
sport,
unless
I
I
numeral
awards In freshman football
continued Mr. Nelson. It is a common
H.
G.
Merriam announces that the
belief that the grass resources are in- injury or other unpreventable causes and basketball must not exceed three
deadline for the Annie Lewis Joyce
exhaustable. Men have disregarded interfered with a full season's partici- times the number of persons constimemorial contest and the Frontier and
tuting a full team In that sport.
the natural laws in regard to the per I>a^ on'
I Midland poetry contest will be deter
In the case of a player who has sus
A participant in freshman track, be
manency of resources. GrasB, like
tained an Injury during the season sides meeting the general qualifica red until Monday. Mr. Merriam urges
timber, is a renewable resource only
Iall those intending to enter to get their
to the extent when properly cared for, which affected his participation rec tions required of all freshman numeral
m anuscripts in immediately.
but grass ‘differs from timber in that ord, or in the case of a three-year man winners, must qualify under the fol
who
has
participated
in
a
sport
for
lowing times and m arks in one or
it is an annual crop. Timber is a
Women's interclass baseball teams
three full seasons without getting an more events to be eligible:
periodic crop.
will be picked today, and the tourna
100-yard dash—10.2
Forty-six per cent of the area of the award, the coach may recommend the
ment will sta rt Monday with the fresh
granting
of
awards
to
such
men.
220-yard dash—22.6.
United States is range land, 884,000,000
men playing the sophomores.
A participant shall receive only one
440-yard dash—62.
acres lying west of the hundredth
880-yard run—2:4.
medldian. It is essential that the major sport award a year. A man par
ticipating in more than one major
Mile—4:30.
proper use is made of these lands, and
Two-mile—10:30.
it is of vital importance to the future sport in a year may make his choice
growth and progress of the cast area. of an award from one of the sports
High hurdles—16.4.
participated in. A senior who wins an
Low hurdles—26.2.
award in two or three major sports
Pole vault—11. feet 6 inches.
in his senior year is entitled to one
Discus—120 feet.
sweater which shall have on it as
Shot put—39 feet 6 Inches.
many stripes for each sport as the
High Jump—5 feet 7 Inches.
man has earned.
Javelin—168 feet.
Football. A representative of the
Broad jump—21 feet
varsity football team shall play in all
Clause 4. Major Sport Managerships.
eight quarters of two Pacific Coast
The coach of each major sport rec
(Continued from Page One)
conference games or in (9) nine quar
ommends a candidate for varsity man
It is planned to place “trainees" in
ters of Pacific Coast conference games
ager
of that sport to the Athletic
Missoula, Helena, Butte, Great Falls,
during the entire season to be eligible
Billings, Havre and several other Mon
for the major sport award. (Montana
tana points. A member of the staff
state college, Gonzaga and inter-secWE DO YOUR
here at the university will visit each
tonal games are considered the same
store while the student Is in training
as Pacific Coast conference games).
and consult with the management as
Basketball. A representative of the
TO PLEASE YOU
well as the student on the work which
varsity basketball team shall play in
is being done. A system of checking
at least one-third of the halves of all
progress is contemplated whereby the
regularly scheduled varsity basketball
student will be graded upon his store
games during a season to be eligible
performance as well as upon his work
for the major sport award.
on the campus.
Track. To be eligible for the major
Present-time facilities at the univer
sport award, a representative of the
sity make It possible to undertake this
varsity track team must qualify under
novel course. The library is particuSTUDENTS 15c
one or more of the following require
lary well equipped and also has a
ments:
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
complete file of all of the recent gov
April 18 and 20
ernmental studies made in the differ

Thirteen High Schools
Tribute Is Paid
Enter Dramatic Contest
Wife of Faculty
(Continued from Page One)
Man By Friends ton; Butte high school, Helen Mc
(Continued from P a s t One)

When she was 10, Jimmie Straughn
came to Missoula with her mother and
step-father, Colonel Thomas C. Mar
shall, a lovable old Southerner whose
own family was brimful of the tradi
tions of his native Kentucky.
“Jimmie," as her friends have al
ways called her, went to school in
Missoula for several years. Then she
was sent to the Nazareth academy in
Kentucky. Never did she forget the
sisters there. How could she forget
them when they permitted her to keep
her dog with her—an infraction of the
rules? How could she forget that
dog’s exploits and escapades?
She represented “the exquisite tra
ditions of the charming woman of
leisure." ^immy sparkled from the
time she came back to Missoula until
the evening before she died. She could
do someone a favor; she could add
enthusiasm to a little party; she could
say an encouraging word to someone
who needed encouragement; she could
regale someone with a witty rem ark;
she could smile even when tragedy
struck her own home 15 years ago.
Both Professor and Mrs. Scheuch
were collectors of antiques. By in
heritance they had received magnifi
cent collections of old silverware and
lace and Colonial furniture. But they
added to this collection.
Mrs. Scheuch's charm as a conver
sationalist is often referred to by her
friends. They recall the eagerness
with which she met strangers and how
often she went out of her way to make
new faculty members feel Instantly at
home. She bad mastered the trick of
making people forget their self-con
sciousness.
The Faculty Women's club feels
deeply the loss of Mrs. Scheuch, a
member of the organization said yes
terday. “Mrs. Scheuch has always
accepted her place in the university
with charm. Many friends have had
the pleasure of being welcomed into
her beautiful home and will long re 
member her warmth and her hos
pitality. . . . Not only this club and
the state university are keenly touched
by her death, but the town of Missoula
as well."

L O S T -K A P P A K^PPA
jeweled pin somewhere around the
library. Call 3818 or return to Kaiuln
Business Office.

HAVE YOUR TYPING DONE NEATLY
Gregor directing, “No Babe;” Plains
quickly, cheaply by Betty
high school, Dorothy M. Miller direct Phone North Hall, 3rd W est
ing, a melodrama, “Off Nag’s Head,”
by Dougald McMillan; Big Timber
high school, Mrs. Margaret Deegan
directing, "The Blue Teapot,” a com A New Coiffure. . .
will add charm to your Easter
edy by Jean Lee Latham; Whlteflsh
outfit
high school, Elsie L. Brown directing,
A. A. Milne’s comedy, “W urzel-Flumm ery;” Missoula county high school,
Mary H arris directing, Hecht and
Phone (021
Goldman’s fantasy, "The Wonder Hat.”
The five schools whose entires have
not yet been received are Lone Pine,
Helena, Beaverhead county, Sunburst
and Hamilton. Libby high school,
whose play was to have been “The
Lookout,” and St. Thomas high school
in Great Falls, were the two schools
which withdrew from the tournam ent

FIRE CHIEF

GASOLINE

Mrs. R. O. Evans, the ScheuchB’ only
daughter, flew by plane from her home
in Minneapolis to be with her father
and to attend the funeral services.
With her came her mother-in-law, Mrs.
L. O. Evans. Besides her daughter
and husband, Mrs. Scheuch is survived
by a sister, Mrs. Frank Halstead of
Beverly Hills, California; a brother,
Charles Marshall of Washington, D.
C.. and a grandson, Lewis Orvis Evans.
She was a lifelong member of the
Episcopalian church.

Let U i Service Your Car

DIXON
Service Stations
No. 1—TOMMYTHOMPSON
Corner of Main and Pattee

No. 2— STAN SMART
Corner of South Sixth and Biggin.
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MAXIMUM BEAUTY
Can Be Yours at

§ v

MINIMUM COST

The Montana Power Company

...A hit
on every campus

Graduation Present
Will i t Be »
Portable Typewriter!

Office Supply Co.

Business Course
To Offer Theory
And Experience

Dry Cleaning

Missoula Laundry

COMMUNITY

ent fields of retailing. It is planned
to add much additional equipment this
summer which will be of special use
to this group.
From time to time business men will
be Invited to address the “trainees"
and will present to them actual prob
lems on which they are working. While
the school of business administration
has always maintained a close contact
with business this additional tie-up
will be of greater advantage than ever,
not only to the students in this train ;'j
ing group but to the entire student
body.
The new plan requires no change
whatever in the curriculum for those
students who are not taking this spe
cial course. The general business
course, the accounting course and the
work preparing for high school teach
ing will be conducted as previously.
It will, however, require some addi
tional expense which will be met by
a moderate fee chargd to those stu
dents who are enrolled in the new
course.
There will b e a m e e t in g of thOBe
Interested at 7:30 o'clock tonight in
room 212 in Craig hall.

| Cigars: Cigarettes I
I Tobacco : Candy |
I Beer on Draught i
I

I
i

—

|

I

CORNER
CIGAR STORE

|

“Where the Gang Meets”

$

BUCK JONES in
“Men Without Law”
SATURDAY NIGHT—
“COUNTRY STORE”
STARTING SUNDAY!
April 21

‘MELODY in SPRING’
With

Lanny Ross
Charlie Ruggles

Styled by

"The Hickory
Fashion Council"
These five screen favorites, noted for
their style and fashion alertness, do
not blindly endorse this achievement.
They act a s advisers to the staff of
e xp e rt d e s ig n e r s w h o c re a t e d this
sm artly tailore d, figure controlling
garment.

"CARIOCA”

Choose an out
fit like this and
you’ll be right
in line with the
latest campus
fashion edicts.
THE SLACKS—Here in
plain grays, browns and
tans and in checks and
plaids—$2L85 and up.
THE COATS— In new
sports-back models, In
plain navy, brown and
tan—$7.50 and up.

T w o W a y Stretch

You May Look
Like This Now
—but you won’t for Easter
if you send your suit to

FASHION CLUB
CLEANERS

Pantie Girdle
Tw o comfortable leg bands instead
of garters k e e p "C a rio c a " in place. It's
ideal for dancing-sports, and it's an
unusual value at $1.95

Tweeds, Shetlands, Cheviots

Small, medium and large

COLLEGE SHOP

The M E R C A N T I L E »»

The MERCANTILE..

*• MISSOULA'SOLDSJT. LARGESTANDMfTSTOSS

« « MISSOULA’S OLDBST, LARGEST AND BIST STORE

